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1. PRESENTATION

Manuscript Esconal 939 (fols. 9v-16r) contains the only extant copy of
a short work on the tasyTr (progression) and the projection of rays by
Abu Marwan lAbd (or 'Ubayd) Allah b. Khalaf al-IstijjT.2 The rtsala is
dedicated to the 'honourable minister and judge Abu 1-Qasim' (al-WazTr
al-/alTl al-qadT Abu l-Qasim) and there seems to be no doubt regarding
the identification of the dedicatee, who is the famous Abu 1-Qasim Sa'id
al-AndalusT (1029—70). In his Tabaqat al-Umam, Sa'id mentions al-IstijjT
twice:3 as one of the 'young' astronomers working in Toledo at the
time of the publication of the Tabaqat (1068) and as a man who had
a sound knowledge of astrology and had written a Rtsala ft 1-tasyTrat
wa-matanh al-shu'a'dt wa-taltil ba'd usul al-sina'a ('On the tasyTrs,

1 The present paper has been prepared within a research programme on 'Astronomical
tables and theory in al-Andalus and the Maghrib between the twelfth and the fourteenth
centuries', sponsored by the Direccion General de Investigacion Cientifka y Tecnica of
the Spanish Ministry of Education and Culture. Josep Casulleras and Angel Mestres
have read a previous draft of this paper and made very useful suggestions. They have
also provided us with unpublished research works of their own which we have used here

2 See Derenbourg and Renaud, 1941, pp. 54-7; Vernet, 1971, p. 746, G AS VII,
pp. 195—6. A date appears in this manuscript (fol. 34r), in the colophon of an astrological
text by Mahankard b. Mahruban, apparently an Arabic translation from the Persian
(see CAS VII, pp. 83 and 100), where we read' 'The copy was finished on Sunday or,
better, Monday (fiyawm al-ahad, bal al-ithnayn) 19 Dhu 1-Hi])a 813 of the Hi)ra, which
corresponds to 13 April 1722 of Alexander Dhu I-Qarnayn'. The 19 Dhu 1-Hijja 813
was actually a Tuesday and the equivalent dates are 14 Nisan 1722 of Alexander and
14 April AD 1411. The years are given in FasT ciphers.

3 Sa'id, Tabaqat, ed. Bu 'Alwan, pp. 180, 199—200; ed. Julamrida JamshTdnizad-i
Awwal, pp. 256, 273, tr. Blachere, pp 139, 153-4.
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the projection of rays and the justification of some foundations of this
technique'), a work which he had sent to him from Cuenca. The
identification of the text extant in the Escorial manuscript with the
reference made by Sa'id in his Tabaqat was made by Richter-Bernburg
(1987, p. 377) who noted that Sa'id, being a qadi in Toledo, had the
right to be called wazTr.

Abu Marwan 'Abd (or 'Ubayd) Allah b. Khalaf al-IstijjT was identified
by Millas (1940)4 as the mysterious Oueidalla el sabio who appears as
the author of the eleventh-century version of the astrological Libro de
las Cruzes translated into Castilian in the time of Alfonso X.5 This
identification should be rejected today in view of the new evidence
discovered by Castells (1992): a manuscript of the al-ZTj al-Mustalah
(Egypt, thirteenth century) preserved in the Bibhotheque Nationale in
Pans contains a reference to a Kitab al-sulub, the author of which
would be the otherwise unknown 'Abd Allah b. Ahmad al-TulaytulT
who is, no doubt, the Oueidalla of the Alfonsine translation. Our
information on al-IstijjT is, therefore, limited to the references given by
Sa'id in his Tabaqat and to the fact that the astronomer Ibn al-Ha'im
al-Ishblll (fl. 1205) mentions, in his al-ZTj al-Kamil ft 1-Ta'alTm, that
al-IstijjT wrote a Risalat al-iqbdl wa-l-idbar ('On accession and reces-
sion')6 on the subject of the theory of trepidation, a topic of great
interest for the Toledan astronomers of the eleventh century: the Risala
ft 1-tasyTrat states clearly (fol. 12v) that the sphere of the fixed stars is
submitted to the motion of accession and recession.

Sa'id praised very highly the competence of al-IstijjT as an astrologer
and the importance of his risala. He said that he was 'one of those who
have a sound knowledge of astrology and who has read the books on
this subject of both ancient and modern authors. I do not know of
anybody in al-Andalus either in our time or before it who has obtained
such results concerning the secrets and peculiarities of this art. He is
the author of an excellent epistle on the tasyirs, the projection of rays,
and the justification of some foundations of this technique, a topic in
which he has no predecessor'.7 An analysis of the text does not justify
such praise which seems, apparently, to be based on the fact that
al-IstijjT had read a good deal of eastern bibliography on the subject,
that he was probably the first to have summarized it in al-Andalus, and
that his 'experiments' with astrological techniques had given an extra

4 See also Millas in Isis, 19 (1933), 530.
5 On the Libro de las Cruzes see Vernet, 1971, and Samso, 1979 and 1983.
' Bodleian Library II, 2 MS 285 (Marsh 618) fol. 4r. See, on this topic, Samso, 1994,

pp. 3 and 28.
7 Sa'id, Tabaqat, ed. Bu 'Alwan, pp 199—200; ed. Julamnda JamshTdnizad-i Awwal,

p 273, tr. Blachere, pp. 153-4
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justification to the soundness of the Toledan Tables prepared by Sa'id
and his astronomical team. It is of some interest to analyse the eastern
sources mentioned by al-lstijjl in his rtsala, most of which are also
quoted by Sa'id in the Tabaqat.

Such is the case of Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos (fol. 13r)8 and of an unnamed
book of one of the Hermes (fol. 13v) where a method for the tasyir
and the projection of rays was described: the identification is easy, for
Sa'id attributes, to Hermes the Babylonian, methods for the projection
of rays and for the division of the houses of the horoscope9 which were
well known in the Andalusian astrological tradition. Far more problem-
atic is the identification of a Kitab al-amthal li-l-Furs (fol. 12r, text and
margin). This ends the list of early authorities, although in al-lstijjl's
text we find an interesting reference to the mistakes made by translators
which might be the cause of the errors of practising astrologers (fol.
15v). A similar remark can be found in an earlier Andalusian source:
the Tasnf, the great medical encyclopaedia written by Abu 1-Qasim
al-ZahrawT (d. c. 1013) who complains of the incomprehensible works
of the ancients (Hamarneh and Sonnedecker, 1963, p. 37).

Among eastern Islamic sources we find Kanka al-Hindl {fl. Baghdad
c. 775—820),10 who is quoted in relation to the theory of Saturn—Jupiter
conjunctions (fol. llv) although this quotation—like that of Hermes—
is probably indirect both in al-IstijjT and in Sa'id's Tabaqat:11 their
information on both authors probably reached them through the works
of Abu Ma'shar (d. 886), which they seem to know well. This latter
author is, no doubt, the most important authority used by al-IstijjT,
who mentions his Kitab al-milal wa-l-duwal, the Kitab al-qiranat (fol.
l lv), the Mudhakkarat, written by his disciple Shadhan (fol. 12r), and
his al-M.adk.hal al-kabir12 (fol. 15r): all these books are also quoted by
Sa'id in the Tabaqat.13 Al-KhasTbT, the author of a Kitab tahdwTl strii
al-mawdltd (fol. 12r, 15v), is probably al-Husayn/al-Hasan b. al-KhasTb
{fl. 844), an author praised by Sa'id as the author of a zT) and of a

8 Sa'id, Tabaqat, ed Bu 'Alwan, p 88, ed. Julamnda JamshTdnizad-i Awwal, p. 181,
tr. Blachere, p. 72. See G.A.S VII, pp. 41-6.

9 Sa'id, Tabaqat, ed. Bu 'Alwan, p. 68, ed Julamnda JamshTdnizad-i Awwal, p. 165;
tr. BJachere, p. 55. See G.A.S. VII, pp. 50-8.

10 See D Pingree, 'Kanaka', in Dictionary of Scientific Biography, VII (New York,
1973), pp 222-4, and GAS VII, pp. 95-6. A quotation from Kanka al-HindT appears
in 'Umar b Farrukhan's Liber Unwersus, a text which apparently circulated in Cordoba
in the second half of the tenth rentury see Pingree, 1977.

11 Sa'id, Tabaqat, ed. Bu 'Alwan, p. 59, ed. Julamnda JamshTdnizad-i Awwal, p. 158,
tr. Blachere, p. 48.

12 See the recent edition and study by Lemay, 1995-6.
13 Sa'id, Tabaqat, ed. Bu 'Alwan, pp 142, 144-5; ed. Julamnda JamshTdnizad-i

Awwal, p. 225, 227-8; tr Blachere, pp. I l l , 112-13 See G A S VII, pp 139-51.
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good book on nativities (mawalTd).1* A similar case is that of Ahmad
b. Yusuf al-Katib (d. 941) whose book 'On proportion and proportional-
ity' (FT l-nisba wa-l-tanasub) is quoted both by al-IstijjT (fol. 15v) and
by Sa'id.15 Al-IstijjT also quotes al-Hasan b. Ahmad b. Ya'qub
al-Hamdanl (d. 946) and his book entitled Sara'tr al-hikma (fol. lOv
margin, and fol. 12r). This author appears to have been well known in
al-Andalus from the time of al-Hakam II (961-76) and he is frequently
mentioned by Sa'id both as a historian and as an astrologer.16 It is clear
that al-lstijjl also knew the zTj of al-BattanT (d. 929) (fol. 13v)—a work
which had circulated in al-Andalus since the time of Maslama al-Majrltl
and which had been used for the compilation of the Toledan Tables"—
and the Rasa'il ikhwan al-safa' (fol. l lv), a work introduced in the
Iberian peninsula by al-Kirmanl (d. 1066).18 In fact, besides the already
mentioned Kttab al-amthal lt-l-Furs, the only source quoted by al-lstijjl
which, apparently, was unknown to Sa'id is a book on astrological
predictions by al-Kindl (d. c. 870), entitled al-Madkhal al-awsat (fol.
12r, G.A.S. VII, pp. 130-4).

2. NEW EVIDENCE ON THE TOLEDAN TABLES

Some more information on al-IstijjT, Sa'id, and their works can be
gathered from the text of the Risala fi l-tasylrat. First of all the author
confirms Sa'id's remark that the risala had been sent to him from
Cuenca: al-IstijjT (fol. 9v) states that he is physically separated from the
qadi Abu 1-Qasim and that he has decided that written correspondence
will take the place of conversation and epistolary exchange that of oral
discussion (fa-inrii aradtu an uqima al-mukhataba maqam al-mukamala
wa-l-murdsala badl al-munazara). Their separation took place after
they had reached satisfactory results in their study of the anomalies of
the motions of planets and fixed stars (ikhtddf harakat al-kawdkib
al-sayyara wa-l-thabita). Furthermore he states (fol. 14v) that 'We have

14 Sa'id, Tabaqat, ed. Bu 'Alwan, pp 145—6; ed. Julamnda JamshTdnizad-i Awwal,
p. 228, tr Blachere, p. 113 See Suter, 1900, no 62 (p. 32) See C AS. VII, pp. 122-4.

15 Sa'id, Tabaqat, ed. Bu 'Alwan, p. 146, ed. Julamnda JamshTdnizad-i Awwal, p. 228,
tr. Blachere, p. 113 See Suter, 1900, no. 78 (pp 42-3). See G.AS. V, pp. 288-90,
VII, p. 157.

16 Sa'id, Tabaqat, ed Bu 'Alwan, pp.66, 113, 118, 121, 147-9, 151, ed. Julamnda
JamshTdnizad-i Awwal, pp 163, 201-2, 206, 207, 229-31, 232, tr. Blachere, pp 53, 89-90,
93, 95, 114-16, 117. See G.A.S. VII, pp. 164-5.

17 Sa'id, Tabaqat, ed. Bu 'Alwan, pp. 142-3, ed Julamnda JamshTdnizad-i Awwal,
p. 226, tr. Blachere, pp. 111-12.

18 Sa'id, Tabaqat, ed Bu 'Alwan, p. 172, ed. Julamnda JamshTdnizad-i Awwal, p. 249;
tr. Blachere, p. 132.
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reached, thanks to God, a perfect knowledge of the reasons ('//«/) of
the motions of celestial bodies and we know the cause (sabab) which
leads to its irregularity (ikhttlaf). We have thus acquired an authentic
understanding of things which nobody knew among those whose work
and reputation has reached us.' All this seems to be an allusion to the
problem posed by the recension of al-Khwanzml's zTj prepared by
Maslama al-Majntl (d. 1007):19 this zTj allowed the user to compute
sidereal longitudes, but it did not explain how to obtain tropical longi-
tudes which take into account the precession of the equinoxes. In his
Tabaqat Sa'id insisted that Maslama perpetuated the errors of
al-Khwarizml's zT], as he himself had established in his book on the
Islah harakat al-kawakibl al-nujiim wa-l-ta'nf bt khata' al-rdsidtn
('Correction of the motion of stars and information about the errors of
observers').20 Al-Isti))T, then, bears witness to the fact that Sa'id and his
group were dedicated to astronomical research, the main result of which
was the famous Toledan Tables which included a set of tables based
on the theory of trepidation: the reference to '[our] authentic under-
standing of things' not reached by anybody before the Toledan group
seems to be an allusion to that theory, which was to become one of
the outstanding characteristics of Andalusian and Maghrib! astronomy
until at least the fourteenth century.

In fact, our text remarks that the zTjes used are corrupt (the text talks
about the fasad al-zTjat, fol. 13v), that they contain errors {khata'
al-ztjat, fol. 14v), that none of them can be used to calculate the nimudar
except 'our corrected zij' (ztju-na al-musahhah, fol. 15r), and that—as
we shall see below—the astrological techniques of the nimudar and the
tasyTrs may be used to ascertain the veracity of this set of astronomical
tables (fol. 15v). This 'corrected zif mentioned by al-lstijjl should be
identified with the Toledan Tables and the information given by our
author has a certain interest for the chronology of this work: Toomer
(1968) made a thorough study of its contents, showing that very little
in it was original and that only the mean motion tables appear to be
based on fresh observations;21 on the other hand Richter-Bernburg
(1987, pp. 375—7 and 385—90) made the obvious, and extremely import-
ant, remark that the Toledan Tables were not mentioned by Sa'id in
his Tabaqat, in spite of his own personal involvement in the compilation
of the zTj. Richter-Bernburg's conclusion was logical: the Toledan
Tables, partly based on Toledan observations, were the result of a hasty

19 On this zT) see the recent survey by van Dalen, 1996
20 Sa'id, ed. BO 'Alwan, pp. 146-7 and 169, ed Julamnda JamshTdnizad-i Awwal,

pp 156, 246-7, tr. Blachere, pp 114 and 130
21 Ibn al-Ha'im insists on the Toledan observations in his Kamil ZT/ see Calvo, 1998a,

pp. 53, 55, 86.
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adaptation of the best eastern tabular materials available, and the bulk
of the job was done between the completion of the Tabaqdt (1068) and
Sa'id's death (1070). This explanation, however, is at variance with the
new evidence furnished by al-lstijjl's risdla which, combined with the
reference to this work extant in the Tabaqat, implies that the Toledan
Tables were compiled earlier than 1068 and before the unknown date
in which al-IstijjT left Toledo and established himself in Cuenca. We
are, again, left with no explanation for Sa'id's omission of any reference
to the tables in his historical work.

3. WORLD ASTROLOGY: TASY/RAT AND
SATURN-JUPITER CONJUNCTIONS

Hindu-Iranian materials strongly influenced the origins of Islamic astro-
nomy and astrology. Among the concepts introduced we find that of
the cyclical recurrence of historical events and that of very long periods
of time (world-years) marked by the repetition of most unusual planet-
ary conjunctions. Thus, in the Persian tradition, the world-year period
corresponds to 360,000 solar years between two conjunctions of all
planets in Aries 0°: the beginning of the present world-year took place
180,000 solar years before the Flood. A world-year is divided into
smaller periods of different lengths, usually called tasyTrdt, intiha'at,
and farddrdt (Kennedy, 1962; Kennedy and van der Waerden, 1963;
Pingree, 1968).

The first known instance of the introduction of this kind of idea in
al-Andalus apparently corresponds to the second half of the tenth
century, and seems to be related to the work of Maslama al-Majrltl
and his school: John of Seville translated into Latin (c. 1125—40) the
Liber Unwersus of 'Umar b. Farrukhan al-Tabari, a short tract dealing
with the astrological period called the 'mighty farddr', which lasted 360
years. The current mighty farddr, in 'Umar's lifetime, began in AD 580
and was associated with the birth of the Prophet. The interesting thing
for us, in this text, is that John of Seville's translation includes a
reference to the beginning of the first mighty farddr after 580
(580 + 360 = 940) for which a horoscope had been cast for the latitude
of Cordoba, using al-Khwanzml's ztj in Maslama's recension. This
agrees with other evidence we have of the fact that, towards the begin-
ning of the eleventh century, Cordoban astrologers (Maslama was one
of them) made predictions based on Saturn—Jupiter conjunctions, which
form the basis of shorter astrological periods frequently used in astro-
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logical history.22 Conjunctions of Saturn and Jupiter were used by
Abraham bar Hiyya (fl. 1120—45) in his Megillat ha-megalleh (pp.
183—252), as the basis of his astrological history of Israel and of the
Jewish people.

Al-IstijjI's title mentions the terms tasyir (progression) and matarth
al-shu'a'at (projection of rays). The tasyTr is an astrological technique
normally used to determine the length of an individual's life. This is
done by establishing the length of the arc between two points of the
ecliptic, usually projected on the equator: one of them (called al-
mutaqaddim or al-haylaj) is often the ascendant in the horoscope, while
the second (al-tharit or al-qati') can be a planet, a star, a house in the
horoscope, or one of the astrological lots which exert a bad influence
on the individual and cause his death (Schirmer, 1934; Viladrich and
Marti, 1983; Yano and Viladrich, 1991). The length of the life is estab-
lished by giving an equivalence in time to each degree of the equator
between the two aforementioned points. As for the projection of rays,
it is a related astrological technique which assumes that a planet may
'project its rays' upon another zodiacal object when the two are at a
fixed distance of 60° (tasdTs), 90° (tarbf), or 120° (tathltth) (Kennedy
and Knkonan-Preisler, 1972; Hogendijk, 1989). Al-IstijjT's risala deals
with both techniques, in the sense described above, but when he deals
with the tasyTrat, he usually uses this term with a different meaning:
long and short periods of time which divide the world year and which
show a gradation affecting from world events to the life of the
individual.

Our author begins by describing (fols. lOv—llr) the cycles usually
called, in eastern sources, intiha'at, although he does not use this term.
Their motion takes place on the ecliptic (Kennedy, 1962, p. 356):

1. [The mighty world-inttha'] which moves through a zodiacal sign
in 1000 years. This cycle regulates events that affect the whole world:
floods, drought, periods of anarchy, wars, deposition of kings, every-
thing concerning moral rules and laws, as well as those (prophets and
kings) who dictate them. The corresponding tasyTr advances 0;l,48° per
year ( = 360712000) (fol. 12v).

2. [The big world-inttha'] which moves through a zodiacal sign in
100 years. It affects nations and parts of the world, events related to
religions and their great personages, the transfer of power from one
nation to another or from one dynasty to another. The corresponding
tasyTr advances 0;18° per year ( = 36071200) (fol. 12r).

3. [The middle world-intiha'] which moves through a zodiacal sign

22 See Samso, 1979, pp. 229-30, on the conjunction of year 397/1006-7 which was
interpreted as announcing the end of the Caliphate.
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in ten years. It affects individuals because its period is 120 years which
is the natural (fabft) duration of human life. In fol. 12r he adds that
the portion (hissa) which corresponds to one year is 3° ( = 3607120
years) and that the [standard] duration of human life is between sixty
and seventy years. The reason, as explained by al-IstijjT, is clear: if one
uses as haylaj or mutaqaddim the ascendant of the horoscope cast at
the moment of the birth of the subject, a tasyir of 3° per year will result
in an arc of 180° in sixty years, which implies that the tasyir has reached
the descendant of the same horoscope, a most unhappy place which
acts as thdrit or qdti' and produces death. Another reference to the
'natural length of human life' (al-mudda al-tabtiyya li-l-insdn) appears
in fol. 12v where it is said to last seventy-five years, a period identified
with the farddrdt of the seven planets and of the ascending and des-
cending lunar nodes:23 the corresponding hissa for one year amounts to
4;48° ( = 360775).

4. [The small world-intihd'} which moves through a zodiacal sign in
one year. It corresponds to the category of anniversaries or year-
transfers (tahdwil al-siritn). Individual men are submitted each year to
the influence of one zodiacal sign, which is called burj al-dawr, burj
al-muntahd, and burj al-intihd'. This is the kind of period that affects
the horoscopes of nativities as well as the study of interrogations
{masd'il) and elections (ikhtiydrdt). The tasyir is 1° every 12| days
(fol. 12r).

Al-IstijjT justifies the existence of such periods—based on the numer-
ical series 1000-100—10—1—by using numerological speculation. There
is complete agreement among all men of science that the sphere of the
signs (ecliptic) is divided into four parts (equinoxes and solstices) and
that, as each part has a beginning, a middle, and an end, it is obvious
that the ecliptic is divided into twelve parts (zodiacal signs). These
divisions are considered natural while other divisions of the sphere into
degrees and minutes are merely conventional and the result of a free
choice. The four main parts of the sphere also correspond to the four
kinds of numbers: units, tens, hundreds, and thousands, while the
division of the ecliptic into twelve signs has a natural correspondence
with the fact that there are only twelve names for the numbers [in
Arabic]: nine correspond to the units 1—9, another to the 10, another
to the 100, and the last one to the 1000.

Al-IstijjT, then, proceeds to establish a correspondence between the

23 This is the only instance in our text at which al-Isti|)T mentions the periods called
fardars which, as we have seen, were quoted in the appendix to the Liber Unwersus of
'Umar ibn Farrukhan In this system the middle fardar assigns 75 years to each planet
and to the two lunar nodes, while the small fardar lasts 75 years which are distributed
unequally between the planets and the nodes. See Kennedy, 1962, pp 356—8.
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four vtor\d-intiha'at periods and the theory of Saturn—Jupiter conjunc-
tions. For that purpose it is important to bear in mind the standard
classification of the zodiacal signs into four triphcities, which are related
to the four elements: Fire (Aries-Leo-Sagittarius), Earth (Taurus-
Virgo-Capricorn), Air (Gemini-Libra-Aquarius), Water (Cancer-
Scorpio-Pisces). A conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter takes place
approximately every twenty years, two-thirds of a revolution (eight
zodiacal signs) further along from the previous one. This is why these
conjunctions tend to stay in the same triplicity. There is, however, a
small advance in the triplicity of the second conjunction. Abu
Ma'shar—one of the sources quoted by al-IstijjT—establishes (Kennedy,
1962, pp. 358—9) that the time between two Saturn—Jupiter conjunctions
amounts to 19.848 sidereal years and that the advance in the triplicity
is 2;25,17°. A change of triplicity will, therefore, require:

3072;25,17°« 12.39 conjunctions

and

12.39 x 19.848^246 sidereal years

Consequently, according to Abu Ma'shar, the conjunction will have
shifted through the four triphcities in:

246x4 = 984 sidereal years.

These are the kind of numbers one has to bear in mind to understand
al-lstijjl's classification of Saturn—Jupiter conjunctions (fol. llv) into:

1. The supreme conjunction {al-qtrdn al-a'zam) which is the time
required for a shift through the four triphcities and a return of the
conjunction to the same triplicity where it began. It is a period of about
1000 years and, therefore, it is similar to the category of the thousands
(as the mighty v/or\d-intiha').

2. The middle conjunction (al-qtran al-awsat): it is the time which
corresponds to twelve conjunctions [and, therefore, it implies a shift in
the triplicity]. It belongs to the category of the hundreds (as the big
wor\d-intiha').

3. The small conjunction (al-qtran al-asghar) which is the period of
time between two Saturn—Jupiter conjunctions in the same triplicity. It
corresponds to the category of the tens (like the middle \vor\d-intiha').

4. As al-IstijjT seeks to emphasize the similarity between the two
kinds of periods (intiha'at and Saturn-Jupiter conjunctions) he needs
something here to fill the gap corresponding to the small world-inttha'
and, as there is nothing of the sort related to conjunctions, in the fourth
place, and in the category of the units, he puts the anniversaries (tahawtl
al-siriiri).
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AI-IstijjT adds to the aforementioned general notions three numerical
parameters which have a certain interest: he states (fol. 12r) that the
portion (hissa) which corresponds to one year in the tasyir of the small
conjunction is 18;29°, 1;29,4° in the tasyir of the middle conjunction,
and 0;22,16,5° in that of the supreme conjunction. These values allow
us to compute the length of the three periods which will be:

36O718;29° = 19.477 (small conjunction)
36071 ;29,4° =242.515 years (middle conjunction)
36070;22,16,5° = 969.999 years (supreme conjunction)

The period of the middle conjunction is confirmed explicitly by the text
(fol. 13r) which mentions a rounded value of 242.5 years (20 years for
the small conjunction). On the other hand, al-IstijjT also adds an inter-
mediate period of sixty years (6° per year), described as the 'period of
the return of the conjunction to its original place in the same triphcity
where it was' (zaman 'awdat al-qiran ild mawdi'i-bi al-aslT ft nafs
al-muthallatka allatT huwa ft-ha). It obviously corresponds to three
small conjunctions and is considered by our author as the best natural
period for casting the horoscopes of the reigns of kings.

The periods used by al-IstijjT are different from those of Abu Ma'shar
quoted above. An attempt to obtain them using the parameters for the
mean motion of Saturn, Jupiter, and the Sun of the Toledan Tables has
proved to be a complete failure. We do not know, in fact, where al-IstijjT
obtains his parameters.

4. ON THE METHODS FOR THE TASYIR AND THE
'PROJECTION OF RAYS'

Three different astrological practices (division of the houses of the
horoscope, tasyir, and projection of rays) share common methods which
can be difficult from a mathematical point of view and are the main
object of 'mathematical astrology', a part of applied mathematics which
underwent spectacular development in Islamic times. The methods for
the division of the houses of the horoscope have been studied by North
(1986) and Kennedy (1994 and 1996), while those used for the tasyir
and the projection of rays have been the object of two recent studies
by Calvo (1998b) and Hogendijk (1998) .24 The problem of the projection
of rays had attracted the attention of Andalusian mathematicians
towards the end of the tenth century (Kennedy and Krikonan-Preisler,
1972; Hogendijk, 1989), and, in the eleventh century, Ibn Mu'adh

24 See also Nallino, 1903, pp. 309-13.
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al-JayyanT (d. 1093) had also studied it in a highly technical way.25

Al-IstijjT was a contemporary of Ibn Mu'adh and he was obviously
interested in the topic although his approach to it does not have the
same technical character. The information he gives, even though it is
not original, has a certain interest, as it contains developments for
which al-lstijjl seems to be one of the oldest known sources.

As for the tasyTr, understood as the astrological technique which has
the purpose of establishing the date of a future event, it seems clear
that al-IstijjT uses simple progressions on the ecliptic and not on the
equator: in his classification of the different methods used, Hogendijk
states that the 'simple echptical method' is used for the projection of
rays but not for the tasyTr. However, we have found evidence for the
use of this method in the work of the fourteenth-century MaghnbT
astronomer and astrologer Ibn 'Azzuz al-QusantTnl (d. Constantina
1354) (Samso, 1997 and 1999). We may wonder, in this context, whether
we are dealing here with a technique which is characteristic of Maghrib!
astrology. Al-IstijjT's words seem to point towards its use in earlier
classical and eastern sources:

We have discovered that all those who made progressions of these principles
(jam? man sayyara al-mabadi'), in agreement with the categories of numbers
and the periods of conjunctions, used echptical degrees for their progressions
(qad sayyaru-ha bi-dara; al-sawd'), and not right ascensions measured in equat-
orial degrees which were not even used for the progression of the sign of the
limit (bur; al-muntaha) (fol. llv).

Concerning the projection of rays, al-IstijjT seems to favour the use
of the same procedure. We shall summarize here his historical informa-
tion on both astrological techniques:

1. Ptolemy, author of the Tetrabtblos, made progressions of the
indicators (sayyara al-adilla') in the western quadrant of the sphere, in
the direction opposite to that of increasing longitudes.26 Both his pro-
gressions (tasyTrat) and his projection of rays were made using oblique
ascensions (fol. 13r).

The oblique ascension method for the tasyTr is mentioned by Ptolemy
25 Kennedy, 1994. An edition, translation, and commentary of Ibn Mu'adh's text is

currently in preparation by Josep Casulleras.
26 This seems to refer to Ptolemy's Tetrabtblos 3. 10 (pp. 278-81) 'When the prorog-

ator has been distinguished, we must still further adopt two methods of prorogation.
The one, that which follows the order of the following signs, must be used only in the
case of what is called the projection of rays, when the prorogator is in the orient, that
is, between mid-heaven and the horoscope. We must use not only the method that
follows the order of following signs, but also that which follows the order of leading
signs, in the so-called bonmaea, when the prorogator is in places that decline from mid-
heaven.' Therefore, according to Robbins's interpretation, when the prorogator (haylaj,
significator) is placed between mid-heaven and the descendant, the tasyTr should be
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in the Tetrabtblos (pp. 286-7): he says that it is the usual system but
that it is correct only if the celestial body or the point of the ecliptic is
on the eastern horizon. The same method for the projection of rays is
not mentioned by Ptolemy: Hogendijk (1998) has found it described in
an appendix (probably a later interpolation) to the treatise on the use
of the astrolabe by al-Khwarizml (fl. c. 830) and Casulleras27 has
discovered a possible reference to it in the al-Qdniin al-Masludi of
al-BTrunf.

2. The school of the Persians (ta'ifa min al-furs) made their projection
of rays and their tasyirs using right ascensions (fol. 13r). In fol. 14r
al-IstijjT adds that if the rays of the planets are projected on the plane
of the equator, right ascensions are preferable to oblique ascensions.

Hogendijk (1998) documents this method (for the projection of rays)
in Andalusian sources, which ascribe it to the Persians: Ibn al-Zarqalluh
(d. 1100) (Puig, 1987, p. 82) and Ibn Baso (d. 1316).28 Casulleras, again,
has found a possible allusion in al-BTrunl's Qanun. As for the tasyir,
the right ascension method has been found by Hogendijk (1998) in a
treatise on the astrolabe by Abraham b. 'Ezra (c. 1090-1167). Ptolemy
{Tetrabiblos, pp. 288—9) accepts it only when the significator is on the
meridian.

3. The third reference to these methods, as given by al-lstijjl, is
somewhat cryptic: 'The third school (ta'ifa) is that of the mathemat-
icians (muhandtsun). When they understood, from their objectives (min
aghradi-him), that their method (madhhabu-hum) transformed (radda)
the rays projected by the stars into an arc of the equator and did the
same with the arcs of the tasyirs, and saw in this a method attributed
to one of the Hermes, they wrote mathematical books (kutub handa-
siyya) on this subject and obtained them without demonstrations which
explained them and without saying why it was necessary to transform
the rays of the stars and the arcs of the tasyir into arcs of the equator'
(fol. 13r and v).

This passage deserves a few comments: first of all the 'objectives'
(aghrad) of the mathematicians might be—following what Ibn Mu'adh
al-Jayyanl states in his treatise on the projection of rays—to establish
a relationship between the division of the houses of the horoscope, the

calculated in both directions Al-Isti)jT's interpretation apparently coincides with that of
Ibn AbT 1-Ri)al (p 175a) in his Kitab al-ban' ft ahkam al-nu]iim 'E la oppinion de
Tolomeo e de los que con el se atorgan es que quando fuere en la .IX." casa e en la
VIII.*, so atacir es contrano otrossi contra la orden de los signos. Mas los otros sabios

non se atorgan en esto, si non que lo fazen derecho '
27 In his unpublished doctoral dissertation on Ibn Mu'adh's treatise on the projection

of rays
28 Calvo, 1993, pp. 199 (tr.) and 174 (Ar. text): the source of this passage seems to be

the aforementioned text of Ibn al-Zarqalluh. See also pp. 92-3.
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projection of rays, and the tasyTr, on the one hand, and the daily motion
which takes place on the plane of the equator, on the other.29 A certain
confirmation of this hypothesis may be found in al-IstijjT's own remark
that the only reason for the projection on the equator was that the
daily motion takes place around its poles (fol. 14r). On the other hand,
although the text does not explain which method is used by these
mathematicians (the reference to the transformation of an ecliptic arc
into an equatorial arc being too vague), the statement that it is a
procedure ascribed to one of the Hermes leads us to conjecture an
identification with a method which uses position circles or semicircles
(Hogendijk, 1998, 6.1). A position circle, called al-ufq al-hadith ('incid-
ent horizon') in eastern sources, is a great circle which passes through
the north and south points of the horizon and through another astrolo-
gically significant point on the celestial sphere. The use of position
circles coincides with the attribution to Hermes of methods or tech-
niques based in them on Andalusian sources such as Ibn al-Zarqalluh
(Puig, 1987, pp. 85-6) and Ibn Baso.30 On the other hand, Hogendijk
(1998, 3.1.3) has reminded us of the existence of an interesting astrolabe,
made in Toledo in 1029—30, which includes two plates for the projection
of rays for latitudes 38;30° (Cordoba) and 42° (Saragossa?) with position
circles which intersect the equator at 6° intervals (Woepcke, 1858). To
this one should add the use, by Maslama al-Majrltf, of the four position
circles method for the approximate computation of tables for casting
the rays in his revision of al-Khwarizml's ztj (Hogendijk, 1989 and 1998,
4.6): the same method was presented by Ibn Mu'adh al-Jayyanl.
Furthermore, Maslama's disciple Ibn al-Samh used position circles inter-
secting equal 30° divisions of the prime vertical for the computation of
the houses, though not, apparently, for the tasyTr and the projection of
rays. These latter references account for al-IstijjT's allusion to the math-
ematicians in the Andalusian context.

4. Our author now mentions the method of al-Battanl:

He was conscious of the error of their school (fasad madhhabi-him) concerning
the projection of rays and, therefore, he did not pay any attention and attached
no importance to it. In this respect he followed the rules of demonstrative law
(fll-qanun al-burhani) and operated, for the projection of rays, with echptical
degrees when the planet had no latitude from the ecliptic. When it had latitude,
the two trines and the two sextiles diverged on the ecliptic and his procedure
was based on a computation which identified the place on the ecliptic where
the trine and the sextile fall if the planet has ecliptic latitude. This chapter of
his book is exceptional, extraordinary, and extremely brilliant. ... Al-BattanT

29 This remark was made to us by Josep Casulleras.
30 Calvo, 1993, pp 90-3, 201-2 (tr.), 178-81 (Ar).
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followed their opinion in the tasyir and operated (sannafa) in an approximate
way ("ala l-taqrib). What made him fall in this [error] was his lack of know-
ledge31 of the meaning of tasyir and the fact that he had made little research
about its causes and objectives ... (fol. 13v).

Al-Istijji refers here to chapters 54 (projection of rays) and 55 (tasyir)
of al-Battam's zT] (Nalhno, 1903, pp. 129-34, 305-17). The method used
by al-BattanT for the projection of rays of a planet with no latitude is
the simple ecliptical method. If the planet has latitude but we want to
project its rays in a right or left quadrature, the projection will always
be 90°. In the case of the trine or the sextile, the procedure used is a
refinement of the simple ecliptical one and it appears in other eastern
astronomical sources (Kennedy and Knkonan-Preisler, 1972, pp. 375-6;
Hogendijk, 1998, 4.1): the planet is one of the vertices of a spherical
right-angled triangle in which the hypotenuse is an arc of a great circle
the length of which equals the aspect (60° for the sextile, 120° for the
trine) and which unites the planet with the ecliptic, while the two other
sides are the latitude of the planet and the length (on the ecliptic) of
the projection which we want to know. Two sides being known, the
third one can be determined by using more or less sophisticated
procedures.

In chapter 55 al-BattanT uses, for the tasyir, the hour line method,
which Ptolemy (Tetrabtblos 3. 10, pp. 291—305) considered an approxi-
mation to the position semicircle method, and calculates an arc on the
equator and not—as in the case of the projection of rays—on the
ecliptic. These two facts agree with al-lstijjl's words which point to the
approximate character of al-Battam's method (approximate in relation
to the exact computation according to the position semicircle method).
Al-IstijjT's harsh criticism of al-BattanT, compared to his praise of his
method for the projection of rays, shows that he favours the computa-
tion of both tasyir and projection of rays on the ecliptic: the use of the
equator is considered an error. As Hogendijk (1998,3.1.5) has remarked,
Ibn Baso32 attributes to al-BattanT a method for the computation of the
tasyir which is a simple variant of the one he uses for the projection of
rays and we may wonder whether there was an Andalusian tradition
which, in agreement with al-IstijjT's view of the problem, ascribed to
al-BattanT a method for the tasyir which was extrapolated from his
procedure for casting the rays.

31 Mujmalu-hu in the manuscript We suggest ma/halu-hu
32 Ca lvo , 1993, p p 199 ( t r ) and 174 (Ar.).
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5. THE CALCULATION OF THE NAMUDAR AND
EXPERIMENTAL ASTROLOGY

Al-IstijjI's nsala contains references to another astrological technique,
the calculation of the namudar. Its purpose is to obtain the ascendant
at the moment of a nativity, the main difficulty being that of determining
the hour of birth: when he describes this technique, Ptolemy (Tetrabiblos
3. 2, pp. 229-35; see Kennedy, 1995-6, pp. 139-44) emphasizes the
errors which practitioners of astrology might commit when they use
solar instruments (such as sundials) or water clocks. This is why our
author, like many others, uses an indirect computation of the ascendant
and remarks that, when we study the horoscope of a human nativity,
'We find that one of the cusps has a number of parts of its own sign
equal to those—also of its own sign—of the planet dominating (mus-
tawlT) the sign of the conjunction or of the opposition [of the Sun and
the Moon] which took place before the nativity, in agreement with the
procedure used to divide the signs' (fol. lOv). This information is
repeated in fol. 14v and the source seems to be the aforementioned
chapter of Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos with only one change: according to
Ptolemy, with this technique we obtain the ascendant and not, as in
al-lstijjl's text, one of the cusps.

A second kind of namudar is ascribed by Islamic sources to Hermes.
It establishes that the lunar longitude at the instant of birth is the
ascendant at the instant of conception; conversely, the lunar longitude
at conception is the ascendant of the nativity. Thus, if the moment of
birth is known approximately and the duration of pregnancy can be
established,33 the astrologer can easily calculate the lunar longitude at
the moment of conception and, consequently, he will also know the
ascendant of the nativity. This procedure takes advantage of the fact
that the daily rotation of the earth, which determines the longitude of
the ascendant, is much faster than the motion of the Moon (Kennedy,
1995-6, pp. 140-1). Although al-Istij)T's text is not very clear, he must
be referring to this second kind when he mentions the namudar masqat
al-nutfa (the namudar of the fall of the drop [of sperm]' (fol. 15r)34 and
when he says that these two namiidars—that is, those corresponding
to the techniques ascribed to Ptolemy and Hermes—do not coincide

33 The problem of the duration of pregnancy is studied thoroughly by Ibn al-Kammad
(fl. Cordoba, 1116). see Vernet, 1949.

34 This passage is clarified in fol. 15v where al-Isti|jT says: 'when you observe (rasadta)
a nativity and calculate its horoscope (nusba) with the aforementioned zTj, obtain the
duration of pregnancy (makth) and the namudar from the fall of the drop [of sperm],
then compare that to the namudar produced by the planet dominating the degree of the
[luni-solar] conjunction or opposition which took place before the nativity.'
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when calculated with any zi) other than 'our corrected zif (zTju-nd
al-musahhah), 'due to the correctness (sihha) in the positions of planets
and of the Moon and the precision of its equation (ta'dtt)'. He adds
that that he has written a risala in which he clarifies this question
(fol. 15r).

It is interesting to note that al-Isti]jT refers several times to experience
(tajriba) as a method to prove the truth of these astrological techniques
and to check the validity of a zij. Thus, concerning the namudar, he says:

We have experimented (jarrabna) this with many nativines which had been
observed {marsuda) [by us] and with other useful (muftda) ones which had
been observed (kanat marsuda) [by others]. This practice of ours met with an
uninterrupted success. Then, we used this technique with other nativities whose
data were not reliable (mukhammana al-htrz), we applied the tasyir, and we
obtained the most exact and evident indications as well as the clearest influ-
ences. In many nativities we found great differences between the degrees of the
ascendants [of the horoscopes] and the correct degrees of the ascendants
(fol. 15r).

In a more general way, he tells Sa'id: 'When we meet, I will show you,
with God's help, the collection of astronomical horoscopes (al-nusab
al-falakiyya) I have gathered so that I may use them as examples {'aid
tariq al-i'tibdr) and you will see surprising and marvellous things' (fol.
lOr). He has also experimented with the farddrdt of the seven planets
and of the ascending and descending lunar nodes (fol. 12v) and he states
clearly that

It is convenient to know that in this namudar and tasyir there are indications
which prove the correctness of this zTj of ours. Those who are ignorant of
cosmology {'dm al-hay'a), computational astronomy (harakdt al-kawdkib), and
the techniques of demonstration (mawddd al-burhdn) which lead to its verifica-
tion will find [in these techniques] what will make them sure of its correction
and will show them its truth (fol. 15v).

Remarks of this kind are not uncommon in other western Islamic
astrological texts. Ibn AbT 1-Rijal has a chapter on the tasyir in which
he gives a series of examples using, apparently, authentic nativity horo-
scopes which might belong to a collection similar to that of al-IstijjT.
On the other hand, the astrologer of Qayrawan is also the author of a
lost zi], which he claims is based on observations, and which he uses
to justify his astrological techniques.35 References to experimental astro-
logy can also be found in Ibn al-Kammad's treatise on astrological
obstetrics and in a treatise of the fifteenth-century Moroccan astrologer
al-Baqqar (Vernet, 1971; Samso, 1998). The most surprising case of the

3S Ibn AbT 1-Rijal, p. 177 'e esto auemos-lo prouado en las nuestras tablas que nos
enderefamos con nuestros catamientos '
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use of experiment in astrology is that of Ibn 'Azzuz al-QusantlnT who
established the existence of disagreements between actual positions of
the planets and the longitudes computed with the zi) of Ibn Ishaq (fl.
c. 1193-1222) when he used tasyir techniques to calculate the exact
dates of known historical events, particularly the great battle of El
Salado (1340), and noticed that the times calculated did not correspond
to historical reality. Ibn 'Azzuz blamed Ibn Ishaq's tables for the mistake
and, in order to correct the divergence, he made observations with an
armillary sphere c. 745/1344: as a result he corrected Ibn Ishaq's mean
motion tables and recast the corresponding horoscopes. This time he
obtained satisfactory results, once he had made the necessary corrections
to the mean motion parameters deduced from observations. He then
compiled his new Muwafiq ZTj (Samso, 1997 and 1999).

We have, therefore, in al-IstijjT's nsala some new evidence about the
use of astrological techniques to verify the correctness of a set of
astronomical tables and about the use of experiment to check the
validity of astrological rules. It is obvious that qadT Sa'id was a believer
in astrology, but there is no evidence whatsoever that the Toledan
Tables were computed for astrological reasons. Al-IstijjT's work, which
is the result of the thorough reading of eastern astrological sources that
were well known to Sa'id, seems to be an offspring of the astronomical
work made in Toledo: the tables were not only accurate in the sense
that they allowed the computation of planetary positions in agreement
with observation, but they were also astrologically exact. Sa'id must
have been very happy when he read al-IstijjT's nsala, and this justifies
his high opinion of that short text.
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